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**BENEFITS THAT GO BEYOND COMPLIANCE**

ELDs help you manage and improve your CSA Scores. They also provide actionable insights that affect several categories. This includes: Unsafe Driving, Hours of Service Compliance, Vehicle Maintenance, and More!

Navigation solutions offer route mapping systems that optimize fuel use and improve efficiency. Navigation also provides user guidance to maximize driver productivity, as well as fuel and freight routing.

Fails: Monitoring repairs repair costs by notifying drivers of maintenance issues before they turn into expensive breakdowns.

Analytics solutions built into some solutions give fleet managers and drivers insights into vehicle and driver performance that helps maximize fleet efficiency and profitability. Most ELDs deliver a near-instant ROI.

Vehicle Inspection Reporting reduces paper logbooks to reduce errors, and allows drivers to review, edit, export, and print data and reports.

Unsafe driving reports promote safety through alerts related to hardened driving behaviors. Reports also help safety managers coach drivers.

**BENEFITS FOR FLEET MANAGERS**

- Fleet managers can see a driver’s HCS status and location, keeping everyone on the same page as to how many hours are available for on duty and drive time.

- Customizable and on-board training materials make it easy for drivers to quickly understand how to use the applications before they start their first assignment.

**BENEFITS FOR DRIVERS**

- Drivers receive assignment via electronic logging device and start driving. Hours are automatically tracked with the ELD.

- Drivers complete vehicle inspection report via mobile device or directly from the ELD using the Vehicle Inspection Report application.

**BENEFITS FOR THE WHOLE FLEET**

- DVR with No Defects
- 11 Hours Driving
- 14 Hours

- Basic office receives the drivers’ hours and DVIR information. Fleet managers can see how many hours are available for each driver, who has completed inspection reports and whether vehicle defects are open or closed.

- Roadside inspections are simplified, and violations resulting from human error are diminished.

**KEEP MORE ACCURATE AND COST-EFFECTIVE LOGBOOKS**

- Reduce the time drivers spend updating their logbooks by up to 15 minutes per day.
- Eliminate the cost of paper forms and the clerical work required to file paper logbooks by six months, which allows the clerical work required to respond to a DOT audit of logbook records.

- Cargo Transports decreased percentage from 278% and saved $100,000 in one month. Increased Hours of Service Application.
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For the latest information on ELD technology, and its benefits, please visit ELDfacts.com